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‘Be awesome today!’

‘You are 
stronger than 

you seem, 
braver than you 

believe and 
smarter than 
you think you 

are.’

‘tell the negative 
committee in your head 

to shut up!’

‘Millions of people can believe in you and yet none of 
it matters if you don’t believe in yourself.’

‘Do what you think 
you can’t do!’

‘Stop waiting for 
things to happen. Go 
out and make them 

happen!’

‘Ask yourself if what you’re doing 
today is getting you closer to 
what you want to be tomorrow.’

‘Stop 
doubting 
yourself, 
work hard 
and make 
it happen!’

‘If you’re always trying to 
be normal you’ll never know 

how amazing you are!’
‘Be the reason someone 

smiles today!’

‘Say yes to new 
adventures!’



SO WHAT IS GRADUATION ALL ABOUT?
When we first introduced graduation we placed the focus entirely on behaviour. It was just assumed that the
majority of students would graduate, with a small minority on a graduation programme to ensure their behaviour
was ‘ks4 ready’. We have moved on significantly from there, and now we are focusing on all students in year 8…

We want to celebrate success and acknowledge the achievements of all students.

Graduating from year 8 into ks4 means: making a positive contribution; having a positive impact on YOURself and
others through your learning, attitude, behaviour, contribution to your classes, your own personal development,
your school, your relationships and your community.

Through this booklet and a range of challenges and tasks, that you can complete in and out of school, we want you
to think a bit more about yourself and what you do. Some of you do some incredible things outside school and we
never hear about it. We want to give all of you an opportunity to celebrate your successes, but also give you a
chance to think differently, try some different things and start ks4 with a positive attitude!

Obviously, this year has been very different, so we are going ahead with a smaller programme for graduation, but
we still want it to be a positive, motivational close to ks3 and great start to ks4.

So how do I graduate?
There will still be a focus on behaviour and learning. We will be using your recent recording to identify students
who need to make a significant improvement in their behaviour. These students will have a 1-2-1 mentor to discuss
their learning and behaviour and work out a personalised way forward and to help them to ensure that they stay at
lhs into ks4 through improving their behaviour and tackling challenges in this booklet.

Everyone else will be using this booklet to make a proposal to their form tutor about whether they think they will
be able to graduate with a pass, merit or the top award of distinction!

There will be prizes awarded FOR ALL GRADES... We’ve got some great ones and there’ll be more information about
these very soon! JUST TO SAY, WE’VE NEVER HAD SUCH PRIZES BEFORE AT LHS!

ARE YOU GOING TO GRADUATE WITH A PASS, A PASS WITH MERIT OR 
A PASS WITH DISTINCTION? 

IT IS COMPLETELY UP TO YOU!
READ ON FOR MORE INFORMATION. 



,

What are you most proud of about yourself?

How would like your friends to describe you?

How would you like your teachers to describe you?

How would you like to be remembered?

HOW HAVE YOU CHANGED 
SINCE YOU STARTED LHS? 



MY LEARNING ks3 to 4
My perfect 

teacher would 
be someone who…

LET’S help your KS4 teachers help you TO learn BETTER…

How do
you learn best?

Do you find 
anything easy to 

learn? WHY?

What makes it difficult for you to learn?

What do 

you find har
d?How can teachers 

help you?

Do you have any questions or worries about starting KS4?
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Looking at your gcse options

subject Why did you choose it?
What are you hoping to get out of 

taking this subject?

You have now chosen your gcse options and are, hopefully, looking 
forward to starting them.

Why did you pick each of your subjects and what are you hoping to get 
out of each one? Are they part of your ‘bigger picture’ for your future?

‘The best way to predict the 
future is to create it!’

‘THE FIRST STEP IS YOU 
HAVE TO SAY YOU CAN!’

WILL SMITH

‘IF IT WASN’T HARD, EVERYONe WOULD DO 
IT! IT’S THE HARD THAT MAKES IT GREat.’ 
tom hanks

‘some people dream of success, while others wake up and work hard at it!’ eminem

‘nothing is impossible. The 
word itself says I’m possible! 
Audrey hepburn

‘you have to fight to reach your dream. You 
have to sacrifice and work hard for it.’ messi

‘whether you 
think you can or 
think you can’t, 
you’re right.’



WHEN WE SAY YES TO SOMETHING, WE SAY NO TO SOMETHING ELSE.
Think about your own behaviour in lessons.  How satisfied are you that you are 

demonstrating positive learning behaviours
rate yourself 1,2,3,4,5 1+Not satsifed at all 5 Very satisfied

NEGATIVE LEARNING BEHAVIOUR RATING 
1-5

POSITIVE LEARNING BEHAVIOUR

Speaks over teacher Listens to teacher
Turns up late to lesson Arrives on time and ready to learn
Actively disturbs others’ learning Ignores poor behaviour in others
Doesn’t have equipment Arrives to lessons fully equipped
Rude to peers Uses polite language to peers
Doesn’t take care with work Tries to keep books neat
Rude to staff or some staff Polite to all staff
Does not try Attempts every piece of work even if hard
Does not stay on task Able to stay focused for ? mins
Uses inappropriate language Uses appropriate language for lessons
Is critical of others Keeps negative comments to self
Poor manners Says please and thank you
Can’t ignore poor behaviour Focuses on self and ignores others
Doesn’t settle to work Ready to learn, book out, quiet, ready
Doesn’t listen to teacher’s advice Tries to ‘put it right’
Doesn’t ask for help Asks for help 
Never bothers to think of answer Actively answers question in head
Gets involved with issues Keeps out of situations that are not theirs
Shouts across classroom Shows respect to teacher by not shouting
Ignores members of staff Does as asked by staff first time



The following pages are all about getting you to think about THE IMPACT YOU 
HAVE IN SCHOOL, your LIFE, FAMILY, FRIENDS, COMMUNITY AND SOCIETY. 

AGAIN, THIS could BE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU WANT TO DO 
DIFFERENTLY IN THE FUTURE

ALL ABOUT ME – as a CONTRIBUTOR

What sort of impact do I have in school? 
Just have a bit of a think about what you do in lessons and what that means for 
others... 

Offer ideas

On time

Turn up late Work in 
silence

Answer questions 
in my head

Answer 
questions

Rude to teacher

Shout out

Talk ideas through 
with friend

Help my 
partner

Always 
quiet

Work well 
in a group

Always do hw

Copy hw

Do extra 
research

Work on feedbackAsk for help

Keep trying

Give up easily
Email teacher

Speak to 
teacher after 
lesson

Neat book
Untidy work

Muck about
Try best

Your attitude and behaviour in lessons don’t just affect you. You can make a positive and a negative 
difference to the learning of others. It isn’t just about being good... Sitting in silence when you have 
some great ideas is also stopping others from learning from you. 
So, now have a real think about what you could do differently in your lessons to have a positive impact 
on your own learning + experience and those of your classmates and teachers!

Listen to 
others

Look at the previous page, my learning behaviours + plan for any 
changes I want to make in lessons (be specific if you can)

‘do something 
today that 
your future 

self will thank 
you for.’



HOW wOUlD i CHANGE LHs?
You’ve been at LHS for a year and a half now, so you know it really well. Have a think about
what you think could be done to change it for the better. Obviously we’d love to have a swimming
pool and a cinema, but we need to be realistic and think about things we could actually consider
to make a difference but without costing a fortune. This is a genuine opportunity for you to have
your ideas listened to. We will be taking ideas from here to slt to discuss, so have a really good
think about how lhs could be better…

My ideas to change LHS for the better…

HOW wOUlD i CHANGE the world, the uk or my town?
Lots of you are incredibly passionate about things happening in the world that are outside your
control. Have a think about what you would do if you were in power, perhaps our prime minister?
What would you want to change about the world, our country or your town/area?

My ideas to change the world/uk/my town or area for the better…

Is there anything that you could actually do to have an impact on these issues? 



graduation 
CHALLENGE!

(some serious prizes up for grabs here!)

In order to graduate, you need to
Complete this booklet and then look 

Through the range of challenges available in The following 
pages to See which ones appeal to you! Look out for how many 

points each challenge is worth. 
Why not consider pushing yourself outside your

comfort zone and aim high – pass, merit or distinction?

A model
A videoGiving something back

A poem
A drawing/painting

An assembly A new skill

A presentation

…go for it!
The more creative and imaginative it is, the better! 
We’re also interested in you adding some challenges 
Of your own! Talk to your tutor or ks3 team! 6

Compe
tition

 

Time!

It could be…

Doing s
omething

 diffe
rent

Learning something new Going without
Help out



Low challenge 
20 points each

Mid Challenge
50 points each

High challenge
100 points each

Write a letter to someone Learn a new skill Go veggie/vegan for a week

Thank someone who wasn’t 
expecting it for something 
that’s important to you

Research how to say hello and 
please and thank you in 10 

different languages

Plan an assembly for the year 
group of your choice on the 

topic of your choice

Make a cake or dessert Enter a house competition Win a house competition

Do something good for someone 
without them knowing

Create a vlog or blog on a 
topic of your choice

Have a restaurant evening 
for your family of friends

meditate Go veggie/vegan for a day Make a film promoting lhs

Go without a phone and all 
devices for a day

Cook a meal for your family 
or friends

Go without a phone and all 
devices for a week

Write a poem Help a teacher decorate a 
classroom/noticeboard

Create a guide to lhs
for new year 7

Gain an ewl average of 4+ 
in your y8 report

Gain an ewl average of 4.5+ 
in your y8 report

Gain an ewl average of 4.8+ 
in your y8 report

The graduation challenges
So, here are some of the possible challenges you can take on to determine whether you
will graduate with pass, merit or distinction. Not only will this give you the chance to
win some fabulous prizes, but may also give you a chance to really push yourself and try
some different things!

200 points = pass, 400 points = merit, 700 points = distinction
Don’t forget that you can submit some of your own challenges to the ks3 team to decide 

which level of challenge they will hold!



Low challenge Mid Challenge High challenge
Go without snacks for a day drink only water for a day Drink only water for a week

Do some chores around the house 
without being asked

Go without a phone and all 
devices for a weekend

Organise a litter pick –
inside or outside school

Help someone with their hw Create a dream board Be super healthy for a week

Represent the school in some 
way –sport music drama 

ambassador etc.

Give something back to your 
primary school by doing 

something for them

Design a lesson plan to teach 
y7 something of your choice

Meet or exceed all of your 
bronze targets

Meet or exceed all of your 
silver targets

Meet or Exceed all of your 
gold targets 

Take your pet out for a walk 
/clean out your pet for a week

Create an interesting or 
original nameplate for ms

button or mrs Rayner’s office

Create something amazing to 
be displayed in new building 

(art work or tech etc.)

Listen to a younger sibling or 
young friend read

Get (wo)man of the match in a 
sporting event outside school

Create a lip sync video using 
the song of your choice

Write a letter to someone in a 
care home that you don’t know

Significantly improve ewl
grades from start of y8

Receive a letter/email back 
from a famous person

Do something outside your 
comfort zone

Read a book from the library 
of mrs cossey’s choosing –
she’ll pick well for you!

Run a competition to raise 
money for the school or a 
charity of your choice

Help a family member to do 
something they hate

A week without chocolate or 
your biggest food love!

Plan a lesson (agreed with 
your teacher) and teach it!

Create a logo for your 
tutor group

Plan a DNA (agreed with your 
teacher) and teach it!

Volunteer to help at a 
charity (shop, farm etc)

The graduation challenges continued...



Evidence for graduation challenges
You need to write a very brief summary for each challenge explaining how you met it and your tutor 

needs to sign it.  Your parents may need to help you by providing evidence to support you.

You can write notes here or add a folder for extra evidence that you’d like to include
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This booklet is yours to keep. 

There is also an electronic version on our 
website if you NEED TO REPRINT

(www.littleheath.org.uk)

Use whatever colours/writing/drawing you want 
in this booklet to personalise it. 

Being honest, self reflective and thoughtful is 
what we’re aiming for…

there are no right answers, 
just try your best!




